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MENU 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a menuv 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is known in the catering industry and more particu~ 
larly in restaurants that the work performed by waiters 
is slowed down considerably due to the loss of time re 
quired for writing down orders from customers. since 
the courses, dishes and drinks available must be de 
scribed to these customers, whose orders are then writ 
ten down in an order book. from which a sheet is de 
tached and sent to the cook. Moreover. it is also known 
that as a consequence either of errors or employee 
cheating some of these order sheets are lost in the 
course of a day. As a result. it is rather difficult for the 
owner or manager of a restaurant to keep close track 
of his business and have a permanent control of the 
number of meals served and paid for. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of this invention to simplify the work 
of waiters or waitresses entrusted with the registration 
of the customers’ orders, to avoid any fraud on the part 
of the waiters and customers while facilitating the pay 
ment for the consumed meals or products. 
This invention is also concerned with a bill-of-fare or 

menu for carrying out the method according to the 
present invention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to this method, a menu is provided which 
is divided into as many zones as there are courses or 

dishes and drinks likely to be served. each zone or com 
partment comprising a detachable label or voucher 
coded by a particular inscription, shape and/or color. 
The labels corresponding to the courses and drinks se 
lected by the consumer are detached by him and given 
to the waiter to order the meal. 

It will thus be seen that the number of dishes con 
sumed and therefore the number still available for new 
comers can be checked immediately and at any time by 
the cook who keeps the labels or vouchers. 
Although this method is particularly advantageous 

for restaurants, it is obvious that it is also applicable to 
many other trades and activities, particularly for regis 
tering orders in shops offering a relatively reduced 
number of articles for sale, or articles that can be 
grouped into a relatively small number of series. 
According to a preferred form of embodiment of this 

invention, the biIl-of-fare or menu comprises two su 
perposed sheets of which the top one comprises a plu 
rality of labels or vouchers slightly precut and each 
printed with the name of a particular dish or drink that 
is served in the premises. the lower sheet comprising 
the same inscriptions distributed in the same order as 
those of the top sheet. and each adapted, when the as 
sociated label or voucher has been detached, to indi 
cate the dish or drink actually’ consumed and to be 

paid. 
With this particular arrangement of the menu, the 

price to be charged to the consumer does not require 
either a handwritten check, since it is only necessary 
to tally up the various labels detached when ordering 
the meal. As a result. the waiters task is further simpli 
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2 
lied and the management of the restaurant is improved 
accordingly. 

Preferably, each sheet comprises printed divisions 
which, when juxtaposed with the course and drink data 
with which they are aligned, carry inscriptions concern 
ing the price of these courses and drinks. 
With this arrangement the consumer's information is 

improved considerably while simplifying the work nec 
essary for preparing his bill. since it is only necessary 
to add the numbers appearing in the divisions juxta 
posed with missing labels. 
Advantageously, and at least on the top sheet, the in 

scriptions concerning the dishes and drinks proposed 
by the restaurant to the consumers are printed in divi 
sions having different colors. each color concerning a 
specific series of dishes and drinks. 
This procedure will thus simplify the identification 

work of the waiter and also of the cook, since both of 
them can tell at a glance the nature of the ordered dish 
and drink. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The above and other features and advantages will be 
come apparent from the following, reference being 
made to the accompanying drawing in which: 
FIGS. 1 and 2 are plane views from above showing 

the outer sheet and the inner sheet of this bill of fare, 
respectively, and 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view showing the bill of fare 

during its actual use. 
This menu comprises an under sheet 2 and an upper 

sheet 3. These two sheets are folded vertically at 4 and 
5. respectively, along their central vertical centerline; 
so as to form two half-sheets. when the menu is being 
used as shown in FIG. 3, the upper sheet 3 is disposed 
inside the under sheet 2 so that the fold lines 4 and 5 
of these two sheets are superposed. 
As illustrated in FIG. 2 the inner sheet 3 comprises 

a plurality of detachable labels or vouchers 6 associ 
ated with each half-sheet and bounded by horizontal 
and vertical tear or score lines of cut 7 and 8, respec 
tively. It will be seen on the one hand that the horizon 
tal perforations 7 extend only from the outer edges of 
each half-sheet to the nearest vertical row of perfora 
tions 8, and on the other hand that the vertical score 
lines 8 are equally spaced from, and disposed on either 
side of, the fold line 5. 

In this form of embodiment the upper sheet 3 com 
prises, between the two fold lines 8, a plurality of boxes 
9 corresponding in number to the tickets 6 with which 
they are juxtaposed and aligned. 
The tickets 6 carry inscriptions describing briefly 

each one of the dishes or drinks offered by the restau 
rant, and the boxes 9 carry a number denoting the cost 
or price of the product inscribed in the ticket juxta 
posed thereto. 

Finally, as shown at 10a, 10b, 10c, 10d and 10e. the 
tickets 6 are grouped by series corresponding to a par 
ticular type of consumable product, these series being 
distinguished from one another by the color of their 
background, each color corresponding to a speci?c se 
ries. In addition, the longer the preparation time for the 
item involved, the darker the color of the label in the 
same series. 
The under sheet 2 comprises the same data as carried 

by the top sheet 3, these data being of course disposed 
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in the same manner as those inscribed in the upper 
sheet 3. 
When the bill of fare or menu is being used as illus— 

trated in FIG. 3, that is, for ordering one of the dishes 
available in the restaurant, it is only necessary to de 
tach the corresponding ticket from the top sheet 3, as 
shown for example at 611 and to lay it on the tablev 
When the waiter sees the ticket on the edge of a ta 

ble, he becomes immediately aware that the customer 
wants to order something and he can take this order by 
simply picking up the ticket so displayed, 
Moreover, according to the color of the background 

of this label, the color of the inscriptions printed 
thereon, the waiter can tell immediately, without read 
ing the text carried by this ticket‘ whether the course 
ordered by the customer is for instance an entree. a 
whole dinner, a special dish or a desert. Moreover, 
when the ticket is handed to the cook, he knows instan 
taneously from the color and its line what kind of dish 
he must prepare and if the color is dark indicating a 
long preparation time he may start on it immediately. 
The use of this menu in a restaurant reduces consid 

erably the time necessary for ordering a meal, both be 
tween the customer and the waiter and between the 
waiter and the cook. while simplifying the work of both 
the waiter and the cook. thereby improving to a sub 
stantial degree the organization for dispensing meals 
and drinks. 
The use of detachable tickets constituting a sort of 

voucher for designating each one of the products con 
sumed in the restaurant affords at any time an easy ac 
counting or reckoning of the number of courses already 
served and therefore an easy checking of the number 
of products thus prepared, the number of products ac~ 
tually dispensed and the number of products charged 
to the customers, thus eliminating any source oferrors. 
whether intentional or not, involving losses of profits as 
observed in the conventional management method. 
This menu for restaurant also simpli?es considerably 

charging the customers, the products consumed by the 
customer being shown by the absence of tickets de 
tached from the top sheet 3, as shown at 11 in FIG. 3. 
Under these conditions, it is only necessary for the cus 
tomer to add the numbers displayed in boxes 9 juxta 
posed to the spaces uncovered by the missing labels. 
Also in this case it is possible to check at any time the 
amount of the bill to be paid by adding the free boxes 
of the bill of fare received by the cashier and compar 
ing them with the number of consumable products dis 
pensed to the customers. 

It may also be emphasized that the absence of tickets 
displays the brief description of the consumed dish 
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4 
mentioned on the underlying sheet 2, thus reminding 
the customer of the contents of his order. and avoiding 
any unpleasant argument when paying the bill. 
Of course. the shape. position, number and distribu 

tion of the tickets as well as the shape and distribution 
of the boxes 9 may vary as a function of the specific ap 
plications contemplated. and should not be construed 
as being limited by the speci?c form of embodiment il 
lustrated in the attached drawing and described herein 
above. 
Thus, in a modified form of embodiment, this menu 

may consist of two sheets as disclosed hereinabove but 
each sheet may comprise for example only one section 
or more than two sections. 
Of course, the method of registering a selection, de 

scribed hereinabove with reference to the attached 
drawing is applicable not only to restaurants but also to 
many other trades or shops offering to the customers a 
relatively reduced number of goods. or services or 
goods that can be divided into a relatively small num 
ber of series or groups. 

I claim: 
1. A menu comprising a pair of mutually attached co 

exentensive sheets including a top sheet overlying a 
bottom sheet; means subdividing said top sheet into a 
plurality of rectangular zones in a vertical row‘ said 
means facilitating separation of said zones from one an 
other and from the balance of said top sheet by weak» 
ening the edges of said zones and permitting tearing 
along said edges; printed indicia representing items of 
fare on each of said zones; printed indicia in a column 
narrower than said row adjacent each of said zones on 
said top sheet and remaining upon the balance thereof 
upon removal of the associated zone to indicate a char 
acteristic of the respective item of fare; means subdi 
viding said bottom sheet into at least one row of zones 
coextensive and registering with respective zones of 
said top sheet but ?xed together against separation 
whereby a zone of said bottom sheet is exposed upon 
removal of a zone of said top sheet from the balance 
thereof; and identical indicia in each of the zones of the 
bottom sheet to the indicia carried by the respective 
detachable zone of said top sheet, the indicia remaining 
on the balance of said top sheet being provided in a row 
of respective further zones, at least some of the zones 
of one of the rows being of one color and other zones 
of said one of said rows being of another color corre 
sponding to a family of items indicated thereby. each 
of said sheets being folded down the center and said 
bottom sheet enclosing said top sheet in a closed posi 
tion of the menu. 
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